
Build and improve your software development 
teams and provide them with the tools and 
knowledge to deliver excellent products. 
Distributed teams are key.

randstad IT solutions

creating and refining 
your distributed  
agile teams.



build your next incredible team
Randstad IT Solutions takes Randstad’s core recruitment services to another level; 
we not only find great talent, we build excellent teams with you. Need a team to 
tackle your next project? Looking to take your current team to new heights? We’re 
here to help.

build for remote work and business continuity

Onboarding a new member is challenging, but onboarding an entire team is on a 
whole other level. With dedicated and experienced leadership, we can help you set 
up tools, processes and practices that ensure your team delivers maximum value 
and reaches productivity quickly.

fully agile and customizable

We look beyond buzzwords, building teams that are backed by a core of industry 
experts in fields like agile coaching, cloud technologies, project management, 
software development and DevOps. We focus on helping them grow, becoming better 
and faster, so you can quickly achieve your objectives. By working closely with you to 
build a team, we ensure that your vision and goals are fulfilled with the best team for 
your needs.

powerful practices and tools: remote and on the go

At Randstad IT Solutions, we have the skills, network and expertise to help any team 
raise the bar in their usage of tools, technology and development practices. With 
a team constantly on the lookout for changes and improvements in technology, 
recruiting and management, you can get a headstart like no other. We help you fully 
leverage cloud tools to limit your dependencies on hardware or a single provider. 
Get the best setup for your team with a turn-key approach or build a customized 
version aligned with your specific technologies and practices.



the four pillars of coaching and building proposition
communication

Access the communication tools you need and follow best practices.
• Set up a communication structure, adjustable for remote work (ex: 

communication tools like Slack, video calls, team task management, etc.)

• Implement the full scrum methodology and iterative development and demos. 
This leads to maximum transparency and flexibility (ex: frequent review and 
demos, objective-based roadmap to maximize autonomy, prototyping to better 
manage risks, etc.)

• We can help with full set up of basic communication and collaboration tools 
(ex: emails, calendar, collaborative files, etc.)

development environment

Set up a development environment to maximize team ownership, integration and 
value delivery frequency.
• Cloud-based code repository and version control for maximum flexibility, 

security, scalability and availability 

• Integration with your existing environment

equipment

Equipez rapidement et efficacement vos équipes.
• Randstad IT Solutions can help you acquire and coordinate physical tools such as 

computers, mobile phones, peripherals and testing devices.

skills

Once you build an amazing team, keep improving their skills and knowledge base.
• Keep an eye on new technologies and expertise

• Knowledge transfer and coaching by Randstad IT Solutions team



who to go to
Please reach out to the Solutions team if you’re looking for 
IT solutions for your business.

nadine kazan
Sales Director Ontario & Western Canada
nadine.kazan@randstad.ca
647-326-6217 
janique pilon
Sales Director Quebec & Eastern Canada
janique.pilon@randstad.ca
514-465-9556

francois pompeo
Solutions Director Solutions Delivery
francois.pompeo@randstad.ca
514-824-7701

l’humain en tête.


